
UXL P-Tablet Chair 
Assembly Instructions 

For assistance in assembling product, missing or damaged parts, or to place 
an order please contact customer service at 1-800-328-1061.  You may also 
place your order online at  

www.smithsystem.com

UXL P-Tablet Chair Part Number: 

XL183P_P_NT____ 

Examples: 

XL183PAPANTGMEA= 18” UXL Chair:
 -Apple Seat -Grey Mesh Laminate
 -Apple Back -Apple T-Mold
 

Tools:
You will need; 

1.  6MM ALLEN KEY (Included with Sandwich plate). 2.  Phillips Head #2.

Hardware and Components:

1.  Assembled UXL
     Stack Chair

        

2.  P-Tablet
     “Sandwich Plate”

3.  (QTY 2) 
      M8x35mm
      Nyloc Bolts 
      & Washers

4.  P-Tablet Top 
Attachment Brackets

5.  (QTY 12) 3/16” x 5/8” 
      Wood Screws

6.  UXL ‘P-Tablet” Arm 
     Frame

7.  Pre-Drilled P-Tablet 
     Top
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UXL P-Tablet Chair Directions

Step 1:  Flip the chair upside down and locate the P-Tablet Arm sandwich plate.  Look 
 carefully at the sandwich plates and note which side labeled top and bottom 
 as well as which direction the arrow points to indicate ‘Front’.  
 (A)  The Chair is marked underneath the seat with a ‘Front’ marking:  

(B)  Locate the piece of the sandwich plate labeled ‘Front Top’ and
   slide it under the chair frame.
  (1)   The label on the ‘Front Top’ plate should be placed as shown below:

(C)  Locate the piece of the sandwich plate labeled ‘Front Bottom’.  
  (1)  Place this plate on top of the ‘Front Top’ plate and 
   ‘finger’ tighten the M8x35mm Nyloc bolts with a 
   6mm Allen key.
  (2)  Be sure that the words ‘Front Bottom’ are visible on
   the bottom of the chair.  Also be sure that your 
   arrow points toward the Front Arrow Marking on your Chair..

*Alignment Dots*

   
(D)  Place your 3/4” P-Tablet top laminate side down on a clean, dry surface.  Place the P-Tablet 
 Arm on the Tablet Top.  Locate the (3) top attachment brackets and line them up with 
 the pre-drilled holes.  With the holes lined up; attach the brackets to the top with the (12) 
 3/16” x 5/8” wood screws.

(E)  With the sandwich plate ‘finger tight’; and the P-Tablet top attached to the Arm., slide the 
 P-Tablet Arm into the sandwich plate until the two small “Alignment dots” are pressed against
  the Bracket as shown below;

(F)  Torque the (2) M8x35mm Nyloc bolts to 25ftlbs.

(G)  This completes the assembly of your P-Tablet
 Chair and the product is now ready for use
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